Wellness Dance
Positive Team Power Workshop
Happiness & Vitality mindDer IndexTM
A Smart Way to Build a Happy, Healthy and Engaged Team!
- A full day or half day workshop -
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Happy Employees Bring
Improved Productivity and
Increased Profits!

they work more effectively, creatively and
collaboratively. They tend to be better at dealing with
stress, solving problems and making decisions.
However, the 2016 World Happiness Report
indicated that Hong Kong people were getting less
happy. The city ranked 75th among 156 countries
and territories surveyed, which was its lowest ranking
since the United Nations survey debuted in 2012.

A study by economists at the University of Warwick,
UK in 2015 revealed that human happiness had large
and positive causal effects on productivity, and
happiness led to a 12% spike in productivity, while
unhappy employees proved 10% less productive.
Happy employees are better at staying engaged and

How can organizations create a happy, healthy and
engaged team so as to improve productivity and
increase profits?

Wellness Dance X
Positive Team Power Workshop

Programme Outcomes
Led by worldclass dance coaches and
professional facilitators, the Wellness Dance X
Positive Team Power Workshop will help your
organization to:

Dancing is closely connected to happiness. The
physical, mental and social benefits of dancing are
well documented including stress alleviation,
improved wellness and health, emotional well-being,
positive self-esteem and interpersonal trust. Dancing
is regarded as one of the most effective team bonding
activities.

·boost confidence and positive thinking of
employees, break through their comfort zones,
build trust, enhance team bonding and creativity
as well as promote a culture of appreciation;
·improve and track the Happiness & Vitality
mindDer IndexTM of employees to better motivate
them at work;
·raise wellness and health consciousness of
employees to develop an energetic and engaged
workforce; and
·fulfill Corporate Social Responsibility objectives.
For every two Wellness Dance x Positive Team
Power Workshops subscribed by an
organization, the HKMA and i Dance will donate
one Wellness Dance Session for 30 individuals from
the underprivileged groups in society.

i Dance Enterprise Limited and The Hong Kong
Management Association jointly launched Wellness
Dance X Positive Team Power Workshop which is
first of its kind in Hong Kong. The workshop is
designed to help organizations build a happy, healthy,
and engaged team in an unprecedented fun and
effective way.
The workshop can be in the format of a half day
(3-hour) workshop or a full day (7-hour) workshop.

Happiness &Vitality mindDer IndexTM
This groundbreaking Happiness & Vitality mindDer IndexTM holistically measures both the happiness and
vitality levels of executives at work via a simple yet effective test. It can further cross-tabulate the correlation
between executives’ physical symptoms, causes of stress (if any) and mindDer™ types (i.e. working styles,
lifestyles and attitude at work). This index could provide the clues for companies to further identify the root
causes of the team’s current happiness and vitality levels to enhance their well-being and engagement at work.
The Happiness & Vitality mindDer Index™ is derived from the mindPower™ Leadership model which was
developed by Ms. Annie Leung, an award-winning CEO of CEO mindPower ltd. and Principal Consultant of the
HKMA. This model mainly measures executives’ leadership preference / performance at work and has been
validated by The University of Hong Kong.
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Wellness Dance

Positive Team Power Workshop

These half day and full day tailor-made workshops can accommodate 30 participants and consist of the
following components:

1

Before the Workshop

Understand the Happiness and Vitality Levels of
Employees
Understand the corporate needs and uncover the
happiness and vitality levels of participants through a
pre-workshop questionnaire to facilitate the design of a
workshop that creates the highest effectiveness.

2 During the Workshop
Enhance Team Bonding and Creativity
Theme Group Dance:
Drive team bonding among participants who have to
work in groups and across teams to develop a
creative theme group dancing performance within
limited time.

Goal Setting
Connect the participants through ice-breaking
exercises and align the goal of the workshop.
Boost Confidence and Positive Thinking
Synchronized Dance:
Enhance participants’ confidence and uncover their
positive can-do spirit through a series of specially
designed group dancing sessions.

Achieve a Shared Goal Together
Dance Choreography (Exclusive for the full day
workshop):
Internalize the learning in the workshop through a
performance showcase, achieving a shared goal
together.

Break through the Comfort Zone and Build Trust
Pair Up Dance:
Support participants to break through their comfort
zone and build trust through a tailor-made pair up
dancing session followed by a mini performance.

Promote a Culture of Appreciation
Enlighten participants on the power of appreciation
through a small group sharing session at the end of
the workshop.

3 After the Workshop
Report on Happiness & Vitality mindDer IndexTM
Happiness & Vitality mindDer Index™ Report will be provided:
Corporate:
Individual:
·Happiness & Vitality Index against participant’s
·Happiness & Vitality Index (Team average and the
range) in totality and against different mindDer™ types
own mindDer™ types
·Physical symptoms and causes of stress
·Physical symptoms and causes of stress
·Individual wish list in areas for improvement
·Team wish list in areas for improvement
·Degree of improvement in team happiness and
·Degree of improvement in team happiness and
vitality levels after the workshop
vitality levels after the workshop
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About i Dance
i Dance Enterprise Limited was established in 2009 and has emerged as a market leader with a
customer base of over 30,000 and four well-equipped studios, conveniently located in Hong
Kong. i Dance sets new standards in the market, provides a unique customer experience and
changes people’s perception towards dancing, making it a fun, healthy and trendy habit, for all
walks of life. With a team of world class and talented dance coaches, i Dance offers the widest
variety of dance courses in town. The success of i Dance is generally recognized in different
awards such as Hong Kong Most Valuable Companies 2015, CLP GreenPlus Awards 2015,
HKIM Market Leadership in Lifestyle Business Awards 2015, Metro Awards for Corporate Social
Responsibility 2016, and Outstanding Social Caring Organization Award 2015.

Mrs. Grace Ng

Founder & Chairman of
i Dance

What our participants say...
Mr Nicholas Yuen | Senior Telebet Manager (Shatin), The Hong Kong Jockey Club
“Happiness lies first of all in health. What’s better than a fun activity that is both entertaining and healthy? This workshop
enlightened, inspired and motivated our team with passionate and light-hearted moves, provided a chance for us to create
and develop a stronger bond together. Thank you HKMA and I Dance for giving us such a great time.”
Ms Scarlet Mak | Channels Management Trainee, The Hong Kong Jockey Club
“I have never imagined that I could dance in front of all of my colleagues! I had imponderable joy with my colleagues in the
Positive Team Power Workshop, I was able to walk out of my comfort zone, and challenged myself with such amazing and
remarkable dancing activity.”
Ms Edith Pak | General Manager, Professional Business Division, Shiseido Hong Kong Limited
“The Wellness Dance x Positive Team Power Workshop is a really fun, effective and unique team building activity! It is an
ideal platform for our team to demonstrate their creativity and talent. It helps to strengthen our "Can-Do" Spirit, which is a
vital element at work. We enjoyed the workshop a lot!”
Ms Winnie Choi | Manager, Marketing & Communications, KOS International
“The workshop was a great success, not only we got a chance to dance and sweat, but also an opportunity for our
colleagues to build trust and boost their self-confidence and positive thinking attitude during the session. The facilitator and
dance teachers were very attentive and the workshop has been designed based on our colleagues’ needs. All our colleagues
had a great time.”

www.idance.com.hk
Tsim Sha Tsui

Tel : 2332 7838

No. 29 - 38, LG/F, Empire Centre,
68 Mody Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, KLN

Kwun Tong

iDance HK
Tel : 2332 7861

6/F, Prosperity Place, 6 Shing Yip Street,
Kwun Tong, KLN

iDance_HK
Mei Foo

Tel : 2332 7788

iDance CHANNEL
Quarry Bay

Tel : 2332 7718

23 Broadway, Mei Foo Sun Chuen
3/F, 321 Java Road, Quarry Bay, HK
Phase 1, KLN (Entrance on Podium Garden)

